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news
In an evangelical Alliance Prayermeeting at the employment agency in Plauen a candle could
not be lit, because in the fire safety regulations open flames were prohibited and no electric
candle stood ready. So it had to be done without this worship symbol.
Muscle and joint pain may be a result of poor posture. What about the
ergonomics of your workplace. As self-help, we offer a quick check of your
own PC workstation with the brochure: "Healthy working on the PC", see
Appendix.
Health Tip: If you work in a sitting position, we recommend to stand up
regularly to relieve the spine, e.g. when talking on the telephone.

put into practice
Christmas season is candle season. The fir trees with electric candles are now
probably standard, but many Christmas wreaths pose a substantial residual
risk of fire. There are elegant and cheap offerings for electrical candles that
creat a pleasant atmospehre with no fire risk for hospitals, retirement homes,
churches and privat homes. These are usually equipped with a flickering light
and also available with recharchable batteries, remote control or blow on and
out function.
Concerning hygiene in kitchens, we have developed some useful information. First of all an
info, "hygiene for kitchen staff " and posters about disqualification for work in a kitchen and
hygiene of the employees who are to be adapted to the individual use. It will be followed by an
info "Food Hygiene", which deals with the storage of food and by an info “Hygiene of working
equipment", which then deals with issues of kitchen design and with the cleaning and
desinfection of surfaces and machines.

training
On the subject: "Thief of our freedom" 25 pastors and leaders of BEFG and
BFP came on the 06.Juli to Zwickau. Dipl.-Psych. Wolf-Dieter Hartmann gave
valuable input about being questioned as a leader and to handle with
transference of expectations. Together with his wife Rose, he answered
questions of the participants. They have the vision of the restoration of "The
church as a place of healing". Continuation will follow.
We recommend all pastors and leaders to have a look at the publication
of the occupational health and safety insurance in the Internet at the end of October and to
register for the free seminars soon.
There are no hopeless situations.
There are only people who have become hopeless about it.
(Clare Boothe Luce)

